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SPELLING LIST 
said---made---came---thought---showed---answered---believed---gathered---followed---

needed--- Bonus: rescued 

 

HOMEWORK 

 

 

1. Monday January 21st, 2019. 

 
School differences 

1. Using a computer, iPad, cell phone or tablet connect to internet and make a quick 
investigation about a school from around the world and compare it with yours. In 
your English notebook check for vocabulary we used to compare other schools. 
 

2. Under the previous investigation write a 40 word paragraph using this vocabulary 
where you mention the differences between this school and your school. 

 
E.g. Harvard is a very famous school is more famous and bigger than Yoliztli. It has around 

19 and 21,000 students this mean it has more students than Yoliztli. 

 

 

 

 

Dear parents: 
We invite you starting on Monday January 21st to join us and read in 
English to your son/daughter in the classroom. Remember that if you’re 
not able to find an English book teacher Jose is available to share one 
with you, we would be very happy to receive you and share this 
experience. 

Also we’ll be receiving any English book as a donation it could be used 
or new, greetings! 



2. Wednesday January 23rd, 2019. 
 

      My super powers!     .         
1. Read the following activity very carefully. In your English notebook write the 

words in the order that they are supposed to be. Be ready to share in class with 
your classmates, don’t forget to write title, date and list number. 

 

 
 

2. Read the following texts and answer True, False or doesn’t say. 
 

While skin bleaching is a long-standing cosmetic staple across Sudan, a newer craze is 
sweeping the nation. Many young women are turning to prescription pills in order to gain weight, 
and hopefully gain the curvaceous figures they see as the standard of beauty. Away from the 
regulation of trained pharmacists, fattening pills are illegally dispensed by the same small shops 
which sell topical bleaching creams and other popular beauty fixes. Sold individually, in small 
bags and emptied sweet containers, they are completely devoid of any information about medical 
risks. 

People do not get any information about the dangers to their health when they purchase 
unregulated weight gain pills. 

 True  

 False  

 Doesn’t say 
 
 
 
 



It is difficult to estimate how many women in Sudan use these products to gain weight, because 
many are reluctant to admit to it. "Pills are handed out in the village like penny sweets," says 
Imitithal Ahmed, a student at the University of Khartoum. "I've always been scared to use them 
because I've seen family members fall ill and close friends become dependent on appetite 
stimulants. My aunt is on the brink of kidney failure and has blocked arteries from taking too 
many fattening pills, trying to get a bigger bum. Everyone in the family knows why she's sick, but 
she won't own up to it. She's had to stop taking the pills on doctor's orders." 

Since a large number of women in Sudan are not willing to reveal that they take the pills, 
the exact number of women using them is not known. 

 True  

 False  

 Doesn’t say 

 

Pills are often rebranded and given catchy street names which allude to their effects. From The 
Neighbours' Shock to Chicken Thighs and My Mama Suspects, the clinical name of pills are 
forgotten and replaced by promises of a bigger bottom, shapely thighs and a belly that will have 
your mother concerned that you might be pregnant. Tablets range from standard appetite 
stimulants to allergy medicines containing the steroid hormone, cortisone. The side-effects of 
taking cortisone are now a cash cow for pill peddlers. It is known to slow the metabolism, 
increase appetite, trigger water retention and create extra deposits of fat around the abdomen 
and face. 

Promoting the clinical name of the pills helps the sellers to focus on the weight gaining 
aspects associated with them. 

 True  

 False  

 Doesn’t say 
 

Using unregulated steroids without supervision can damage the heart, liver, kidneys and thyroid, 
says Dr Salah Ibrahim, Head of the Pharmacists' Union in Sudan. He explains that cortisone is a 
naturally occurring hormone in the body, helping to regulate vital bodily functions. But when a 
man-made, concentrated version enters the body in the form of pills or topical bleaching creams, 
the brain gives the body a signal to stop production. If a user suddenly stops taking the 
substance, their major organs can spiral into dysfunction. 

The body's cortisone production will eventually return to normal once a person stops 
taking the pills. 

 True  

 False  

 Doesn’t say 

 
 
 
 
 



3. Thursday January 24th, 2019. 

Remember today is our weekly quiz! 

 


